Lake Sumter Landing Professional Plaza

HEALTH

1. CITRUS CARDIOLOGY CONSULTANTS, P.A. — 751-3356
2. SIMED PRIMARY CARE — 753-6886
3. GASTROENTEROLOGY CONSULTANTS OF CENTRAL FLORIDA — 383-7703
4. PREMIER MEDICAL ASSOCIATES — 259-2159
5. ALLIANCE LAB — 751-8906
6. THE MEDICINE CHEST PHARMACY — 753-1877
7. ADVANCED DERMATOLOGY & COSMETIC SURGERY — 205-4959
8. MULBERRY ORIENTAL MEDICINE, INC. — 430-2720
9. VASCULAR VEIN CENTERS — 750-6191
10. MID FLORIDA MEDICAL GROUP, P.A. — 751-5055
11. ALLERGY, ASTHMA & IMMUNOLOGY CENTER — 391-1437
12. TRI-COUNTY INFECTIOUS DISEASE — 326-5254
13. LAKE MEDICAL IMAGING — 787-5858
14. LAKE REGIONAL URGENT CARE — 259-4322
15. FLORIDA MUSCULOSKELETAL INSTITUTE — 753-4366
16. ETHEREDGE CHIROPRACTIC — 750-1200
17. ORTHO CARE — 751-7265
18. LAKE CENTRE FOR REHABILITATION — 259-6750
19. CENTRAL FLORIDA PLASTIC SURGERY — 259-0722
20. SINAI INTERNAL MEDICINE — 753-2224
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